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1 Introduction

1.1 Problem

Defrosting frozen meat is a very tedious process. There are a few thawing techniques

commonly used, each with its own issues. First, one can leave their frozen meat in the fridge to

thaw. Although this takes around two days so if one is not prepared in advance their food will

remain frozen. Next, you could try heating frozen meat in the microwave. This results in

extremely uneven heating where some parts of the meat begin cooking while other parts remain

frozen. Simply leaving meat out on the counter is quite slow but also unsafe and can allow for

potentially rapid bacterial growth. Additionally, one can run water over the meat to help defrost,

but it is a hands-on, tedious process that still takes extensive time to fully defrost. Lastly, one

can leave the meat on a defroster plate [1,2], but the length of time varies with the quality of the

plate and still takes a significant amount of time and interaction. Ultimately, there are no

solutions to evenly thaw frozen meat when trying to make a meal without planning to defrost

well in advance.

1.2 Solution

We propose a meat defrosting container that will defrost a frozen chicken breast both quickly

and evenly. Using an insulated container with a heating element to warm the air we will use heat

conduction to thaw the meat efficiently without cooking it. This device will be extremely easy to

use and provide a hands-off experience between placing the meat inside the container and

removing it once it has thawed. Our insulated container will be food safe and use a heating

element above the meat, and a conductive defrosting plate beneath the meat. This will allow the

water frozen in the meat to melt and run off the sides of the plate. The top of the container will

feature our electronics, where a PCB with a microcontroller will use temperature data from a

thermal sensor to control the heating element. The meat's current temperature will be shown on

an LED display on the container, and a sound will alarm when the meat has completed

defrosting to alert the user. This will allow for an efficient and versatile hands-off method for

people to defrost their meat.
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1.3 Visual Aid

1.4 High-level Requirements

● The device will power a heating element and display the current temperature until the

frozen meat has reached an internal temperature of 35 ℉ with an accuracy of +/- 1 ℉,

then it will cut power from the heater and sound an alarm for the user.

● A frozen chicken breast will thaw faster in our defrosting container than standard

techniques, such as placing the meat in water or on a defrosting plate. We expect this

time to be at least 20 percent shorter.

● Defrosted meat will be evenly defrosted, with less than 10% of the meat being frozen or

cooked.

● The device is easily washable and reusable without damaging the electronics or heating

system.
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2 Design

2.1 Block Diagram
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2.2 Control Subsystem

The Control Subsystem is responsible for receiving temperature data from the thermal sensor,

and controlling the heat and UI subsystems. The microcontroller will send the current

temperature from the thermal sensor to be shown on the LED display, and will also control the

heating element and speaker according to the thermal data.

This module will use the ATMEGA328PB microcontroller. This microcontroller can be operated

between 1.5V and 5.5V at varying processing speeds. We will operate the microcontroller at 5V,

this will allow it to perform at its highest rated speed 20 MHz as well as be powered with the

same voltage level as the thermal sensor. The data input will be I2C data, corresponding to the

data type from the thermal sensor as well as the data output to the LED display. We will also

have the microcontroller output on/off signals for the heating element and speaker.

This flowchart shows what we will program the microcontroller to perform. The input is the

temperature data and the output is the control signals for the heating element and speaker as

well as the temperature to be shown on the display.
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This is the Pin Configuration for the ATmega328PB, highlighted are the ports for I2C

communication. One will be used to receive the thermal sensor data, and one to send the

temperature to the display.
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Requirements Verification

Pass temperature data from the
microcontroller to the LED Display

- Press the on button for the device and
ensure the LED display receives
power

- Ensure the user can view the meats
current temperature on the seven
segment display

Microcontroller disables the heating element
once the meat temperature reaches 35 ℉

- Enable the heating element and wait
for the thermal sensor to detect a
temperature of 35 degrees

- Ensure the heating element is no
longer receiving a voltage

Microcontroller sounds a defrost completion
alarm

- Run the device until temperature
reaches 35 degrees

- Ensure a sound tone is heard for
three seconds

- As the meat continues to raise in
temperature the sound should play
again for every degree increase

- If the meat reaches 40 degrees then
ensure the sound remains constant
until the button is pressed off

Once the meat has reached a temperature of 40 ℉ the sound will remain constant until the user

presses the button turning the device off because at 40 ℉ bacteria that was on the food before it

was frozen will begin multiplying.

2.3 Sensor Subsystem

Our sensor/heat subsystem will consist of an infrared thermal sensor that will track the external

temperature of the meat as it’s defrosting and a heating element to speed up the defrosting

process of the meat. The thermal sensor will need to take input and relay it to the

microcontroller. The heating element will receive voltage from the power subsystem. The

voltage will be selected by an AND circuit based on a HEAT_ON output signal from the

microcontroller. The HEAT_ON signal will start at 1 and turn to 0 once the thermal sensor reads

a temperature that suggests the meat has reached an internal temperature of 1°C. The thermal

sensor will be placed on the roof of the container, away from the heating elements, in order to

record as accurate of a measurement as possible. The sensor will communicate with the

microcontroller through an I2C bus.
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2.3.1 Infrared Thermal Sensor (Omron D6T-1A-02)

Input: 5 VDC 0.5V from 5V Linear Regulator±

Output: I2C synchronous data stream to microcontroller

The Omron D6T-1A-02 infrared thermal sensor measures the surface temperature of the meat.

This is used to track the defrosting process and supply the microcontroller with the data needed

to adjust the other subsystems.

It will receive a steady source of power from the wall outlet, stepped down by a voltage regulator

to the necessary 5 volts (it usually operates at 3.5 mA). The thermal sensor has a minimum

operating temperature of -40 C and a maximum operating temperature of +80 C [9]. Since the

defroster is designed to sit at room temperature we can provide a reasonable guarantee that the

sensor will never go below its minimum operating temperature. Additionally, we turn off the

heating coils once the meat reaches a temperature of 1°C and will keep the temperature of the

air in the device below 70 C to avoid cooking the meat. This will ensure that the sensor doesn’t

reach a temperature above its maximum operating temp.

For I2C data transfer to the microcontroller, we will be using the 653-D6T-HARNESS-02, as

recommended in the Omron D6T datasheet. This is compatible with the sensor and connects to

any standard I2C port.

Requirements:

Requirement Verification

Calculate the internal temperature with an
accuracy of 2 C.±

Run calibration trials with various meat. At
intermittent intervals, take out the meat to
perform a heat check with a thermometer.
Compare this to what we expect the internal
temperature to be based on our thermal
reading and calculation.

Maintain an internal air temperature between
-40 C and +80 C.

During internal temperature tests (as
described above), take readings of the air
temperature to ensure that it has not gone
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outside of the acceptable range.

Ensure voltage does not fluctuate more than
the allowed 0.5 V.

Hook up an oscilloscope to the output of the
Linear Voltage Regulator (input of the thermal
sensor) during trial runs to track input voltage.

2.4 Heat Subsystem

2.4.1 Heating Element (DBK HP03-1/08-24)

Input: 30VDC from the Wall Mount Power Supply

Output: 30W

2.4.2 Fan (OD4010-12HSS)

Input: 12VDC from 12V Linear Regulator
Output: 1.2W, 6.7CFM
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The DBK HP03-1/08-24 PTC Heat Plate and OD4010-12HSS Fan is controlled by the

microcontroller to consistently blow hot air to create a 38°C air temperature within the cooler.

The microcontroller will also turn off the heating subsystem once the internal temperature

reaches above 0°C by a 3-AND circuit with the heat plate voltage, fan voltage, and a signal from

the microcontroller. We referenced two projects found online, [10] and [11], to come to a

conclusion of a heat plate that outputs 30W of power that will result in the container temperature

being around 38°C. The mini Air Heater created was powered by a 12V 120W Solar panel

connected to a 12V,70W PTC Ripple Heater and 12V,2W Fan. This results in an air temperature

in front of the system around 55/60°C with a max temperature of 93°C on the heater’s surface

after nearly minutes. For the incubator, a 220V,60W PTC Heat Plate and 12V,2W Fan is used. It

was mentioned that in order to reach a temperature of 38°C within a 2’ x 2’ box two 60W PTC

Heat Plates would be needed. Based on our cooler being around 4 times smaller in volume,

18”x12.02”x15.28”, a 30V,30W PTC Heat Plate would be sufficient. Also, we found that PTC

Heaters are self-regulating. Another way of decreasing the defrost time is by the meat sitting on

a conductive plate. The plate conducts the air temperature onto the meat, and the meat

temperature migrates into the plate lowering its overall temperature similar to current defrost

plates on the market. Currently, defrosting plates take approximately 40 min to dethaw a chicken

breast at room temperature. With the combination of the container being above room

temperature and the conductive plate will result in a decrease in defrost time compared to other

defrosting methods.

Requirements:

Requirement Verification

Container air temperature consistently at

100 2 ℉±

Periodically check the temperature of a
thermometer inside the container

Container air temperature takes less than

15min to reach 100 ℉

Measure the length of time it takes for a
thermometer inside the container to reach
100 ℉
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2.5 User Interface Subsystem

The Adafruit 4-Digit, 7-Segment Display with I2C Backpack will be used for our User Interface

Subsystem. This will conveniently display the meat’s current temperature for the user to get an

idea of how far along the defrosting process is at any time. This product will work well with our

microcontroller as it can be controlled through the I2C communication protocol and be powered

with 5V DC.

This schematic shows how the backpack allows us to use I2C data transmission to have easier

control over the seven-segment displays, as opposed to us manually controlling each individual

LED.
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Also in the User Interface subsystem will be our audible defrosting complete alarm. We will use

a Piezo buzzer to make noise once our meat has fully thawed and will continue to buzz until the

device is turned off as explained in the microcontroller section. The TDK PS1440P02BT has a

listed operating voltage as 3V but maximum supply voltage of 30V so we should be able to use

5V to power this device or use an output from the microcontroller. The audio will beep once the

meat’s internal temperature reaches 1°C to notify the user the meat is defrosted. If the meat is

kept in the container after defrosting, then the audio will continue to beep as the internal

temperature approaches the bacteria-growing temperature of 5°C.

Requirements Verification

LED Display Shows Current Temperature - Link the I2C output of the
microcontroller to the quad seven
segment display

- Ensure the display shows the current
meat temperature throughout the
thawing process

Buzzer Plays Audible Tone at defrosting
completion

- Verify that the buzzer can be
controlled by the microcontroller

- Ensure the buzzer sounds once the
temperature has reached 35 degrees,
and resounds for every degree
increment until 40 degrees where the
buzz stays constant

2.6 Power Subsystem

The power subsystem will be button controlled and in charge of supplying all power that is

required by the defroster. It will also provide a stable voltage as required by each component.

The voltage will be supplied to the display subsystem, control subsystem, sensor subsystem,

and heat subsystem. Both the control subsystem and sensor subsystem require the same

voltage level and tolerance (4.5V - 5.5V) so they will share the same linear voltage regulator.

The other components each will require their own respective voltage source.

Requirement Verification
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Maintain an output voltage between 4.5 and
5.5 V (for microcontroller and thermal
sensor)

Connect the oscilloscope to the output of this
element during trial runs and verify that the
voltage stays consistent

Provide an output voltage of 12 V to the fan Connect the oscilloscope to the output of this
element during trial runs and verify that the
voltage stays consistent

Stop supplying power to the heating plate
once the HEAT_ON signal has been set to
0

Record the point in time that this signal is sent
to the voltage switch circuit, and verify via
oscilloscopes that the voltage of reaching the
heater

All power controllable with On/Off button Measure the power at all components when the
device is plugged in but switched off. Verify that
this is 0V. When the device is switched on,
probe all components and check against
expected results.

2.6.1 30 VDC Wall Mount Power Supply (PERFEIDY 30V 1A 0.5A Charger) [12]

The 30VDC Wall Mount Power Supply will connect directly into the wall outlet. The power from
this will be wired to the necessary voltage regulators as well as the heating element. The
heating element requires a much higher voltage than the rest of the components and is
self-regulating, meaning it does not need to be moderated by a regulator. Therefore the power
used by the heating element will come directly from this component.

2.6.2 5V Voltage Regulator (LM7805)

Input: 30VDC from the Wall Mount Power Supply

Output: 5VDC (rated at 0.2 V)±

The LM7805 voltage regulator will take an input of 30VDC and regulate/step down to 5 VDC.

The thermal sensor operates at 3.5 mA and the microcontroller operates at 0.5 mA. This will

cause the LM7805 to dissipate…

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  (𝑉
𝑖𝑛

−𝑉
𝑜𝑢𝑡

) * 𝐼
𝑜𝑢𝑡

(30 𝑉𝐷𝐶 − 5𝑉𝐷𝐶) * (3. 5𝑚𝐴 + 0. 5𝑚𝐴) = 0. 1𝑊

Since the LM7805 has a maximum power rating of 2.2W, we can safely use this without a heat

sink.
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2.6.3 On/Off Button

The ON/OFF button, when pressed, should provide a debounced high voltage signal to the
Power Supply. This signal will control whether the voltage is supplied to the rest of the
subsystems by sitting between the power supply and the rest of the circuit.
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2.6.4 12V Voltage Regulator (LM7812)

Input: 30VDC from the Wall Mount Power Supply

Output: 12VDC (rated at 0.2 V)±

The LM7812 voltage regulator will take an input of 30VDC and regulate/step down to 12V DC.

The fan operates at 100 mA. This will cause the LM7812 to dissipate…

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  (𝑉
𝑖𝑛

−𝑉
𝑜𝑢𝑡

) * 𝐼
𝑜𝑢𝑡

(30 𝑉𝐷𝐶 − 12𝑉𝐷𝐶) * (0. 1𝐴) = 1. 8𝑊

Since the LM7805 has a maximum power rating of 2.2W, we can safely use this without a heat

sink.

2.7 Tolerance Analysis
One aspect of our design that we are heavily relying on to be accurate is the temperature

sensor. Since our goal is to have the internal temperature of the meat reach 2°C ( 2°C), and we±

are only gathering the external temperature of the meat, we must spend a large amount of effort

and time on calibrating the device after construction. This calibration will involve us running tests

on a variety of different sized chicken breasts and comparing the temperature that our thermal

sensor reads with the value gathered through a heat thermometer. Additionally, since our

thermal sensor is rated at an accuracy of 1.5°C, only slightly below our desired accuracy, we±

need to ensure that this reading is not influenced by the heat produced by the heating element.

To accomplish this we will need to experiment with the placement of the heating element and

sensor, ideally spacing them out as much as possible and placing the sensor as close to the

meat as possible.

We also need to provide a steady voltage to the microcontroller, sensor, fan, and UI subsystem.

We are limiting fluctuations by using voltage regulators to step down and modulate the voltage

from the power supply. For our heating element to function properly, we will need to ensure a

30V power supply. This will be achieved by wiring it directly to the power source, since the

heating element is self-regulating and doesn’t require a designated voltage regulator.

We must also dedicate resources to ensure the effectiveness of the container and seal to keep

water from spreading into the electrical components, since our product will need to be used in

the kitchen and washer periodically.
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3 Cost and Schedule
3.1 Cost Analysis
Labor Cost Count Total Cost

Computer
Engineer $12,156 3 $36,468

Parts

Type Manufacturer Number

Cooler Walmart ---------- $21.88 1 $21.88

Temperature
Sensor Omron D6T-1A-02 $7.09 1 $7.09

Beeper TDK PS1440P02BT $0.75 1 $0.75

Button TE Connectivity 1825910-2 $0.15 1 $0.15

LED Display Adafruit 878 $9.95 1 $9.95

PTC Heat Plate DBK HP03-1/08/24 $16.79 1 $16.79

Microcontroller Microchip ATMEGA328PB-ANR $1.87 1 $1.87

5V Voltage
Regulator Jameco LM7805 $1.19 1 $1.19

Fan Orion OD4010-12HSS $7.71 1 $7.71

Power Supply Perfeidy ------------ $18.99 1 $18.99

Plastic Enclosure Polycase LP11F $3.20 1 $3.20

Part Total $89.55

Total $36,558

3.2 Calculations
According to data from the 2020-2021 graduating class, the average starting salary of a UIUC
graduate is $105,352 for computer engineers. One may work around 2080 hours per year (40
hour week * 52 weeks). We will be working on our project for 12 weeks and expect around 10
hours of work per week since it is a 4 credit hour course. Also, we apply a 2 overhead multiplier
to account for unexpected costs. Labor cost per partner would total to:
$105,352

1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 *  1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
2080 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 * 10 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

1 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘 * 12 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠 * 2 = $12, 156 (𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑟)

The part list shown above only accounts for creating one product. Bulk purchasing and number
of products made will alter the price of the individual parts.
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3.3 Schedule

Week Ben Civjan Brad Palagi Payton Thompson

2/27/23 Discuss voltage and

power management

of subsystems with

Jason or Matthew

(step downs/AND

gates)

Research

microcontroller,

understand

capabilities of

ATmega, how we will

program it

Discuss container

dimensions, heat

placement with

Machine Shop

3/6/23 Order power system

components including

AC/DC converter and

regulators

Begin ordering initial

parts for control, UI

and sensor

subsystems

Order heating

element, submit

plans to machine

shop with selected

cooler and polycase

3/13/23 HAVE SAFE FUN!

3/20/23 Start PCB design in

KiCAD

Initial prototype for

individual devices

connected to

microcontroller

Test heating element,

determine safe

source voltage for

inside cooler

3/27/23 Finalize initial PCB

design, order it

Continue testing

individual pieces

Ensure container

fabrication is

underway

4/3/23 First attempt

combining all

subsystems

Assist in combining

all subsystems

Assist in combining

all subsystems

4/10/23 Edit PCB Design,

Reorder

Order any additional

parts needed for final

implementation

Continue testing

combined

subsystems
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4/17/23 Final Implementation Final Implementation Final Implementation

4/24/23 Resolve Bugs Resolve Bugs Resolve Bugs

5/1/23 Finishing Touches,

Final Report

Finishing Touches,

Final Report

Finishing Touches,

Final Report

4 Ethics and Safety
According to section 1 of the IEEE code of conduct, it is essential “to hold paramount the safety,

health, and welfare of the public” [6]. As this is a product that assists in making food for human

consumption, the system must be food-grade. This means that we will need to use high-quality

components to provide a safe, reusable product. We will thoroughly test our product under a

variety of conditions that could be experienced in the kitchen, where our device will be used.

Throughout our engineering process, we will focus heavily on making sure our components are

functioning properly and do not show signs of overheating, inaccuracy, etc. Additionally, since

our device uses a heating element, we include warnings of this and instructions on how to use

the product safely.

Sections 1.2 and 1.3 of the ACM code of conduct state that a computing professional should

“avoid harm” and “be honest and trustworthy” [5]. In the case of a device that will generate heat

and be in contact with food, it is crucial for us to maintain full honesty in our design process.

This will allow others to verify that we are taking proper precautions, which will generate the

best and safest possible product. Additionally, one of the ACM guidelines is to build things that

are “robustly and usably secure” [5]. This means our design should not be able to be tampered

with maliciously easily. To accomplish this we must securely wire our components (i.e. not make

them easily accessible), and securely program our microcontroller to maintain proper

functionality.
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